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SUBJECT

: REPORT ON MEETING WITH INFORMANT AT 10 1900 Feb

1.
A member of INTERHAMWHE was caught a week ago by
Gendarmerie while, being drunk, he was firing into the air with
his weapon. This occurred in GITIKINYONI (# 0285); after
intervention of our informant and the cos of Gendarmerie the
weapon was given back to INTERHAMWHE.
In BUTAMWA (# 0276) communal police did a search
in a house of an INTERHAMWHE member and found a GUN. The man in
the house was imprisoned in KIGALI prison and the weapon handed
over to the judiciary authorities (parquet de KIGALI)
before cos of Gendarmerie and our informant were able to claim
for it at the Communal office.
Even then the mayor (MDR partisan) .refused to hand over any
information in this matter. This incident should have been
mentioned in a local newspaper (= IMAHO[?])
As INTERHAMWHE wants to recover the weapon they are planning a
raid on the Communal office of BUTAMWA ••• (night of Friday,
Saturday or Sunday)

2.
A question was asked to crosscheck the information
we had on training in or by ISRAEL of some ~NTERHAMWHE people.
He said: Nobody went to ISRAEL for training purposes, but he
admitted that 122 of them wer~ trained·by ISRAEL people in the
.forest . of NYUNGWE and GISHWATI ( 4 died already in different
incidents or due to the war, 3 died by AIDS .and 2 are in FRANCE
for studies) .
3.
He said that the grenade attack at KIGALI Sect HQ
was done by mr MUHUTU, working at ELECTROGAZ, belonging .to CDR.
The reason is that it is to intimidate the BELGIANS after the
incident with the (CDR) political adviser at Ministry of Foreign
Affairs (this is also in accord to their position token before
the BE contingent arrived in RWANDA)
4.
He stated that UNAMIR is renting houses
vehicles mainly belonging to TUTSI people, why?
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5.
The grenade attack OlJ Maj KAMANZI (RPF LO)
on 29 Jan 94 was commended and executed by MRND. The place were
this happened was in front of the house of. the Chef de Cellule
MRND in KACYIRU (the man works at the Social Security in the
Buildings of the Ministry of JUSTICE in the ministry area in
KACYIRU) [ he is supposed to have at least 60 weapons in his
compound]
6.
our informant said that he was threatened by Col
NTIWIRAGABA (G2 RGF); he accuses him having voluntary scheduled
to less attacks on TUTSI people before INTERHAMWHE decided to
reduce their actions. What the caches of their "stolen" uniforms
is concerned he says, that they have some indices but no searches
were carried up till now.
7.
HE is planned to go to NGABADOLITE (presidential
village of MOBUTU) for a two month training period (TBC, no
details as yet)
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